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■Background 

Toward the safest road traffic society, Automated-Driving Systems are considered as the expectant 

realization. Collaborative automated driving system, going before autonomous driving system, needs the more 

advanced V2V and V2I communication technology.  The aim of this project is to establish the enhanced and 

sophisticated V2V, V2I communication technology. 

■Subject 

 4 subjects are recognized as the important theme toward the penetration of V2V, V2I technology.  

① To verify the satisfaction of the communication performance, even in the much increased vehicles installed 

the wireless units, in the case of the execution of the application. 

② To prioritize the information ingested from multiple communication media, in the case of same kind content. 

③ To appeal the usefulness of the V2V, V2I for its technology’s penetration.  The demonstration of the 

accepted application plays the very important role.   

④ To enhance and sophisticate the contemporary communication protocol targeting to the automated driving 

systems. 

⑤ ■Activity 

Checking the communication capacity in the real world is necessary, because of the huge volume of 

wireless units equipped cars transmitting the safety information each other. The feasibility of the systems is 

going to be demonstrated on the public roads using many vehicles. Simulation technology is used for the 

limitation of the real experiment, and the difference should be analyzed so that we collect the valuable data. 

The field operation trials are conducted in 3 cities, NAGOYA, YOKOSUKA, KOBE in thinking of its features 

■Field Operation Trials                                     

In NAGOYA city, 105 vehicles are used for the communication  

performance test, and the verification of theprioritization for  

the same kind information. In YOKOSUKA city, HMI relating data     Road Picture of NAGOYA city 

is collected.  In KOBE city, the transmissibility in the multiple   

roadside wireless units.                                                 

■Research Result                                            Road Picture of YOKOSUKA city 

Tested data is measured for the verification of the satisfaction of the communication requirement.  

Simulation is prepared using the several penetration rates.  Occurrence of the competitive service is found in 

the specific condition.   Basic data is collected in the case of applied V2V to the ambulance vehicle.  

Automated-driving system oriented protocol is classified. 

■Toward the next step 

1) Effecting of the applied public vehicle and the solution against the competitive services.  

2) Balancing between security and communication delay.  

3) Collecting the vehicle control data in the real traffic situation based on CACC in the public road. 

 


